VII
THE ROMAN PROVINCES
T
OWARDS the end of the second century b.c. the Roman
state was a much more complex organization than it had
been at the time of the Punic wars. The city of Rome
was still the centre of it, with the normal constitution of a city-
state (see Chapter IV), an extensive territory scattered all
over Italy, and a body of citizens distributed throughout
this territory. Round Rome were united other city-states
bound to it by treaties varying in different cases: first and
nearest came the Latin cities, followed by the Latin colonies
scattered over the peninsula, and the more distant Italian
cities—Etruscan, Greek, Umbrian, and Samnite. All these
were grouped round Rome as her allies and formed an Italian
confederation. While representing a single unit in all matters
of foreign policy, yet the component parts of the league were
united by no common tie of blood; and the individual con-
stitutions of the communities allied to Rome were surprisingly
various. Such was the organization of the Roman-Italian
state. A single principle, consistently carried out, was the
foundation on which it stood—that no one formed part of
the state except Roman citizens and Roman allies.
5ut even after the first Punic war Rome had to face a new
and difficult problem of government. The south-west half of l
Sicily, and then Corsica and Sardinia, had been foreign
possessions of Carthage, and the population were Cartha-
ginian subjects or vassals; the islands also contained a few
Carthaginian cities, which served as trading factories, fort-
resses, and centres of administration ; but of local government
there was no trace. The general population were obliged to
pay over to Carthage a fixed part of their gains, this tribute
being a sign and symbol of their subordinate position. When
a treaty was made with Carthage, but not with the cities and
tribes of the conquered territory, these islands became a part
of the Roman state. Thus arose the question—what place in
the constitution of the Italian confederation should be assigned
to these new dominions ?
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